WAYPOINT SCP
LINKING STUDENTS TO
REALISTIC CAREER AND
JOB OPTIONS IN THEIR
OWN COMMUNITIES

WHY WAYPOINT SCP?

WayPoint SCP is a comprehensive Transition
Planning System that identifies your
students’ capabilities, interests, suitability
and opportunities. These are then brought
together in a real-time summary report to
easily view, track, and report on transitional
progress.
IDENTIFYING CAPABILITIES
Using our TAP Program, a battery of 10 tests
that measure functional vocational
aptitudes, we make it easy to assess your
student’s capabilities. This is a Formal
Normed based assessment that can be used
with all students – no reading is required, it
can be group administered, and is
transportable.
IDENTIFYING INTERESTS
Using our PIC Pathfinder program (Pictoral
Inventory of Careers), we can assess your
student’s interests in certain work fields. By
showing a variety of 8-10 second work scenes
and capturing the student’s response, this
assessment is able to link the student’s
interest to the 17 Department of Labor’s 17
career pathways. This assessment can be
administered directly through the WayPoint
SCP system, keeping it convenient, portable,
and easily accessible.

IDENTIFYING SUITABILITY
Through the VIP Program (Vocational
Implications of Personality), we can identify
an individual’s distinct personality type and
begin to determine the best career path to
follow. The VIP assessment can also be
administered directly through WayPoint SCP
and has options for non-readers and Spanish
speaking students.
PULLING IT ALL TOGETHER
Once all these pieces are assessed, you can
fine tune your options in our Career
Management System. Abilities such as
physical capacity, education levels,
environmental needs, and work
temperaments can be factored into our
comprehensive job searching functionality to
give you REALISTIC job option results.
In addition to job options, we also link to
DOL, DOT,GOE and ONET to help those in
charge to identify academic plans and
develop skill sets to be successful in job
placement or career training programs. And
to complete the process, we offer a link
directly to employers in the community with
potential job options matching the unique
characteristics of the individual.



Easy-to-use cloud-based system



Portable – can be used anywhere on
most any platform (internet/wifi
connection req’d)



Detailed Summary of Performance
(SOP) Reports



Ability, Interests, Suitability
assessments included



Gives students and parents the ability to
self-advocate – even from home!



Brings assessments, job options, and job
placement together in one place for a
comprehensive Transition Planning
System.
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